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The Evolving Conversation Around Section 230
Immunity
SOCIAL MEDIATECHNOLOGY
BY JORDAN DOLL/ ON APRIL 5, 2021
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Section 230 of the Communication Decency Act (“CDA”) grants sweeping immunity to
interactive computer service providers (“ISP”)1 against claims arising from content posted on
their sites by third parties.2 Significantly, this protects websites from tort liability arising from
content their users posted. For example, Twitter cannot be sued for defamatory language
tweeted by one of its users.3 This immunity helped create the modern internet, allowing
platforms like Twitter, Facebook and Google to flourish unrestrained from potential liability
arising from the content their users share.4 Since the CDA’s passage in 1996,5 conversations
around regulating the internet and protecting websites from liability around content posted
on their sites has drastically changed in the last two and a half decades. Specifically,
Congress’s historic interest in fostering the development of the internet free from the threat
of liability has morphed in response to the current online environment; today, more and more

lawmakers and commentators have recognized the disturbing amount of power these
platforms and their unelected leadership teams wield.6 Former President Trump’s tweets that
helped incite and organize violence on the Capitol in January is just one of the most grievous
examples of content with terrible consequences where the platform that gave the content an
enormous megaphone is protected from any responsibility of handing the user that
megaphone.7 In light of renewed calls to amend or remove Section 230 immunity, it is worth
considering how drastically the conversation has changed since 1996.
In 1996, the internet was in its infancy. Google did not exist and Mark Zuckerberg was 11
years old.8 In 1996, the purpose of the broad immunity was to encourage websites to monitor
their sites for pornography and other potentially obscene or offensive content without fear of
liability for other user-generated content.9 This vast immunity was in part a response to a 1995
case where a New York court held that a web services company could be held liable for
allegedly defamatory posts by its users.10 11 Because the website moderated or removed some
of the posts on its website, the Court reasoned, it acted as a publisher of all user-generated
posts, even those the site did not directly monitor.12 Section 230 immunity sought to remedy
the decision’s implication that if the site had taken an entirely hands-off approach to
regulating posted content, the site could have avoided liability as it would have not acted as
the content’s publisher; Congress was concerned this implication would lead interactive
computer service providers to stop monitoring their sites for pornographic or other lewd
material all together to avoid liability under state defamation laws.13
The purpose of Section 230 immunity was also to forward the unfettered development of the
internet. Congress took the somewhat unusual step of writing its policy goals into the statute,
as well as its findings that an unregulated internet benefitted all Americans.14 The codified
goals of Section 230(b) include protecting the vibrant and competitive free market on the
internet and promoting the continued development of the internet.15 The spirit of Section
230(a) findings capture the principle that the internet has flourished unregulated to the
benefit of Americans with minimal interference.16 Section 230 (a)(3) states that “the internet
and other interactive computer services offer a forum for true diversity of political discourse,
unique opportunities for cultural development, and myriad avenues for intellectual
activity.”17 Taken collectively, the codified findings and goals of Section 230 immunity display
Congress’s commitment in the 1990s to let the internet grow and flourish with minimal
intervention from the government or lawsuits from the websites’ users.
Fast forward to 2021. How successful was Section 230? In terms of limiting lewd material on
the web, porn is everywhere online,18 much of it abusive and non-consensual.19 Indeed, the
only amendment to Section 230 Immunity is FOSTA passed in 2018. While not explicitly
focused on porn, FOSTA removed immunity from suit for ISPs under limited circumstances
concerning prostitution and sex trafficking.20 21

On the other hand, the internet has developed unfettered without undue limitations from tort
liability or government interference, leading to a space that, as the pandemic has highlighted,
Americans use daily for numberless activities.22 Saying the modern internet contains
multitudes feels like an understatement. It’s a place where we shop, socialize, find
entertainment and love, apply to jobs, and access news and tea. Memes go viral and people
can be cancelled with an efficiency not possible without the rapid machinery of Twitter.23 The
internet provides a platform where a sitting President can release tweets that incite a violent
mob to attack the U.S. Capitol.24 ISPs profit off this plethora of wide-ranging content and,
under the protection of Section 230 immunity, almost never face tort liability for the
consequences of that content.
The current debate surrounding Section 230 immunity has strikingly changed since the mid
1990s. The conversation on tort liability has been contextualized by some of the severe
consequences mentioned above. In a sense, the ISPs did operate as Congress circa 1996
would have liked during and before the siege of the U.S. Capitol. That is, the ISPs did
eventually exercise editorial control by removing the offensive content—the culmination of
tweets that helped incite the siege of the Capitol. Indeed, most big tech companies 25 took
swift action not only to ban Trump but also all people and content that helped organize and
incite the violent mob.26
However, Twitter and other ISPs only did not act as quickly as some would have preferred.
Indeed, Trump’s account survived tweets that were arguably far more inflammatory than
those surrounding the siege. For example, during the Black Lives Matter protests over the
summer, he tweeted “when the looting starts, the shooting starts.” He has also taunted the
leader of North Korea with the size of his nuclear button.27 Implicit threats of shooting
protesters and engaging in nuclear warfare against another country did not strike Jack Dorsey
as particularly egregious enough to violate Twitter’s terms, noting that Trump was a public
figure and the internet deserved access to his speech.28 Why these particular tweets around
the Capitol were seen as crossing the line probably had to do with the fact that Trump had
been voted out by January of this year and perhaps was also Twitter’s plea to the shifting
makeup of the democratic Senate.29
Beyond the country’s outrage at the violence at the Capitol, internet users on both ends of the
political spectrum seemed generally fatigued at Jack Dorsey’s single-handed ability to decide
who and who did not have one of the world’s most important platforms of speech. Some felt
Twitter acted recklessly by giving Trump a megaphone for so long because his tweets were
deemed news-worthy;30 others believed depriving someone of an account on such a popular
ISP was tantamount to censorship.31
Conversations around giving the internet space to grow with minimal interference, which
guided Congressional thinking in the mid-1990s, are notably absent.32 The internet is no
longer in its infancy but is now the world’s most influential millennial. The question remains

what parts of it we are willing to give up in order to condemn others. That is, Twitter gave
Trump a megaphone that was instrumental in allowing a violent attack on the U.S. Capitol.
However, if Twitter could have, as a start-up, been sued for providing that megaphone we
would not have Twitter in its modern capacity today.33
While the siege on the Capitol put this dilemma in an especially sharp light, the problem is
not new. A host of legislation has been proposed before the Capitol riots and these calls for
reform have only intensified.34 Most proposed legislation illustrates that revising Section 230
immunity and preserving the modern internet puts Congress in between a rock and a hard
place and no legislation has seemed to effectively crack the case. Indeed, a desire for reform
and an inability to come up with simple solutions has led the Supreme Court Justice Thomas
to threaten to take up Section 230 immunity.35
I have no solution to how correct Section 230 immunity’s deficiencies. However, one relatively
simple tactic that would provide greater accountability for these major platforms is to require
the social media platforms to publish their content mediation guidelines for greater
transparency. Most ISPs have moderation policies.36 Indeed, ISPs may be thinking this way as
well. Twitter recently called on the public to help it formulate definitive rules on how public
figures use Twitter and how to best protect the health of the public conversation. 37
Section 230 immunity has given us the modern internet, with all its benefits and
consequences. Removal of the shield of Section 230 immunity would significantly change the
how major ISPs function, likely leading to far greater content moderation by these
platforms.38 However, minor changes, such as greater transparency on how ISPs are regulating
content, might be a simple step toward having an honest conversation about how to
safeguard a healthy public conversation online while also preserving the benefits of the
modern internet.
Jordan Doll is a Second Year Law Student at Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law. She
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